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To all whom at may concern 
Be it known that I, FARRoN S. BETTs, a 

citizen of the United States, and a resident 
of the city of New York, in the county of 
New York and State of New York, have in 
vented certain new and useful Improvements 
in Albums, for. Holding Talking-Machine Records, of which the following is a speci fication. 
The objects of my invention are to provide 

an album neat and attractive in appearance 
in which talking machine records can be 
conveniently stored; in which the record 
containing or holding units are snugly and 
securely held, but from which said units may 
be y removed and replaced; in which 
the envelop or record container is provided 
with a stiffened portion coöperating with a 
rigid back or side to which the record hold 
ing units are secured so as to prevent the 
liability of tearing or breaking the envelop; 
and to prevent the records when placed in 
the envelops or containers from slipping in 
the envelop to a position near the edge of the 
album to which the envelops are attached, 
in which position the records would be liable 
to become broken in opening the album, and 
in which position the records have a tend 
ency to separate the envelop or container 
from the back and to unduly 
velop or container. 
Other objects of my invention will appear 

in the specification and claims below. 
In the drawings forming a part of this 

application in which the same reference 
characters are employed to designate the 
same parts throughout the various views, 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of my im 
proved album with all but one record con 
taining unit removed showing the construc 
tion of the album; the manner in which the 
record containing units are secured to the . 
back, and indicating in dotted lines and in 
a partial sectional view of the corner of one 
envelop the manner in which each envelop 
or record container is folded; and 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view of a portion of 
the album through the back of the album on 
a plane parallel with the top and bottom edges of the cover. 
The album consists of a back 1 provided 

with a series of longitudinal grooves 2 ex 
tending the length of the inner side of said 
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back, said back being preferably slightly 
'guryed in transverse cross-section as clearly 
indicated in the drawings. The back is pref. 
erably made of wood, although, if desired, 
other stiff light material may be employed. 
To this back 1 is secured the back of the 
cover 8, the opposite sides of which are 
flexibly attached to the side boards 4 and 5. 
To the back 1 may be also attached a ring 
or loop 6 to facilitate the withdrawal of the albuan from a cabinet. 
Secured to said back 1 in the grooves 2 of 

the inner side thereof are a series of record 
holding units 7, each unit having its rear edge Snugly fitted into a groove respectively, 
and each having a series of oblong eyelets 8 adjacent said rear edge of the same. 
Also secured to the back 1 by screws 9 are a series of longitudinally curved locking or 

retaining bars 10, the said screws entering 
the inner side of said back on the ribs 11 be 
tween said grooves 2 and said bars 10 being separated from each other longitudinally of 
said back by distances corresponding to the 
distances between the eyelets 8 in said rec 
ord holding units 7. Preferably said retain ing bars 10 are rectangular in transverse cross-section and comparatively snugly fit 
into the oblong eyelets 8. The thickness of 
the inner edge of each unit 7 is substantially 
the same as the width of the groove 2. with. 
in which it is adapted to be fitted, so that 
when each unit is placed in position in its 
respective groove and the locking or retain 
ing bars 10 are inserted through said eyelets 
8 and is secured to the back 1 by the said 
screws 9, the inner edge of said units will be 
firmly and rigidly secured to said back 1. 
Said locking bars 10 are preferably longi 
tudinally curved to conform to the curva- - 
ture of the inner side of the back 1. 
Each record containing or holding unit 7 consists of a plurality of envelops and in the 

drawings of this application I have shown 
each unit as comprising two envelops 12 and 
13, although, if desired, more than two en 
velops may be combined to form a unit. 
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100 These envelops are securely fastened to 
gether adjacent their rear edge by said eye 
lets 8. Each envelop E. consists of 
a single sheet of stiff paper or other flexible 
material folded to form an envelop closed on 
three sides and open at the top. In the 105 
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drawings is plainly illustrated the nanne: 
in which each sheet of paper is folded to 
make an envelop. Beginning at the vertical 
edge 14, the sheet extends rearwardly to the 
rear edge 15 of the envelop to form a flap 16, 
is then folded at said edge 15 and extends to 
the front edge 17 to form the front side 18, 
from which edge 17, said sheet is folded rearwardly to the vertical line 19 lying with 
in the flap 16, to form the rear side 20 of the envelop. Along the line 19, said sheet is again folded, and brought forwardly, and 
terminates in an edge 21substantially paral 
lel to the first mentioned edge i4 to form a 
flap 22. The forward edge of the flap 16 is 
glued or cemented to the rear side 20 of the envelop and the front side of the fap 22 is 
glued or cemented to the inner side of the 
front 18 of the envelop. The lower edge 23 of each envelop is pro 
vided with a flap 24 which is folded up 
wardly and is glued or cemented to the back 
of the rear side 20 of the envelop. 

By the above construction, it will be ap 
parent that between the edges 14 and 19 
there is a double thickness of the material of 
the envelop to stiffen the envelop and simi 
larly between the edges 19 and 21 there is 
another double thickness of the said ma 
terial for the same purpose. With the rear 
edge of each unit snugly fitted within the 
grooves 2 of the back 1 and with each en 
velop or container provided with the stif 
fened portions above described as lying be 
tween the edges 14, i9, and 21, the whole 
construction of the envelop is very mate 
rially stiffened, and made durable, and the liability of breaking or tearing an envelop 
out of the cover is greatly reduced. The 
providing of the envelop with the fold along 
the edge 19 also prevents the record con 
tained between the front and rear sides 18 
and 20 respectively of the envelop from slip 
ping any nearer or closer to the back than 
the edge 19. It is to be understod that this 
feature of the invention is not dependent 
upon the particular side of the album to 
which the envelops are attached, but the 
folded portion 19 of the envelop is located 
adjacent that edge by which the envelop is 
secured to the album and operates to main 
tain the records in the holder away from the securing edge of the envelops, it being im 
material whether they are secured at the 
back or at the side of the album in so far as 
this feature of the invention is concerned, 
so long as the records are kept away from 
the hinging portion of the envelops forming. 
the leaves of the album. Inasmuch as the 
units are flexible between the edge 19 and 
their point of attachment to the retaining 
or locking bars 10, this construction reduces 
the liability of the record being broken as 
the lids of the album are turned. Aore 

y over, the fold along the edge i3 prevents 

the records from slipping rearwardly and 
becoming wedged between the converging 
front, and rear sides of the envelop, which 
wedging action would have a Keny to 
unduly weaken the flexible portion between 
the edge i9 and the eyelets, and would 
tend to separate the front and rear portions 
of the envelop by tearing them from their 
eyelets 8, and from the back 1. 

Secured to the ends of the back 1 and 
overlying the grooves 2 therein, are end 
plates 25-25, each secured to the back 1. 
by screws 26 extending into the back longi 

70 

tudinally of the ribs 11 formed between the . 
grooves 2 on the inner side of the back 1. 
These plates are adapted to, stiffen the back, and to prevent injury or breaking of 

the ribs 11 as the record album, filled with 
records, is drawn out of and replaced into 
a record cabinet, and serves to give the top 
and bottom of the book a very neat, attrac 
tive and strong appearance. 
By virtue of the above construction, a 

very strong, neat, and durable record album 
is easily constructed, the same being pro 
vided with record containing units which 
are readily inserted in place, and firmly 
united to the back, and in which, when a 
record containing envelop becomes worn or 
broken or torn, a new one may be inserted, 
to replace the broken one, without making 
it necessary to replace or change any other 
unit than the one of which said envelop is 
a part. Although I have described but one em 
bodiment of my invention, I do not wish to 
be construed as being limited to the exact 
details of construction, inasmuch as various changes may be made without departing 
from the spirit and scope of this invention 
as defined in the appended claims. 
What I claim and desire to secure by Let 

ters Patent is: 1. In an album for holding talking ma 
chine records, the combination of a back having a series of longitudinal grooves in 
the inner side thereof, a cover secured to 
said back, a series of record holding units 
each unit snugly fitting into a groove in 
said back respectively and having a series 
of eyelets adjacent the rear edge thereof for 
holding said units together, and a series of 
retaining bars secured to the said inner side 
of said back and overlying said grooves and 
spaced from each other to correspond to the 
spaces between said eyelets in said units. 

2. In an album for holding talking ma 
chine records, the combination of a holder 
and an envelop retained therein at one edge, 
consisting of a single folded sheet of suitable 
material provided with a doubled portion 
adjacent, but spaced from and parallel to 
said edge, forming means to retain a record 
in the envelop away from said retaining 
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3. In an album for holding talking ma 

chine records, the combination of a back 
provided with means to retain record hold 
ing envelops therein with a plurality of en 

5 velops provided with integral hinging 
means coöperating with said retaining 
means on the back to hinge the envelops in 

the album, said envelops provided with 
means to retain the records forwardly away from the hinge. O 
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set 

my hand, this third day of November, 1915. 
FARRON. S. BETTS. 


